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The Data Publics conference ran over three days, from 31st March to 2nd April 2017. It was funded by the
Digital Economy Network and the Data Science Institute (Lancaster University), with further support coming
from the Centre for Mobilities Research (Lancaster University), ImaginationLancaster, the EPSRC Centre for
Doctoral Training in Digital Civics (Newcastle University), and the Highwire Centre for Doctoral Training
(Lancaster University). The event was organised by Clara Crivellaro (Newcastle University), Joe Deville
(Lancaster University), Louise Mullagh (Lancaster University), Daniel Richards (Lancaster University), and
Sebastian Weise (Newcastle University).
Here follows a report on the event, as well as reflections on next steps. In it we hope to capture some sense
of the vibrancy and intellectual energy of the event, which is also captured in the separate ‘#DataPublics –
Storified’ document, which summarises just some of the responses on Twitter via the conference hashtag.
We have also included examples of the visual materials used at the conference (Appendix 1) and a delegate
list (Appendix 2).

Attendance / public profile / feedback
The conference was attended by an interdisciplinary and international group of scholars, including both a
substantial number of doctoral students and scholars at the full range of career stages. In total 62 delegates
attended the event over the course of the three days (see delegate list). In addition, all the main conference
sessions were live streamed via Periscope, with many sessions attracting over 100 unique views (both during
and after the event) and one session almost 400. The event attracted considerable attention on social
media, with many external users following and engaging with the #DataPublics hashtag on Twitter. We also
received extremely positive in-person feedback both during and after the event, to the extent that a number
of delegates, independently of one another, expressed a hope that the event would repeat, either at
Lancaster or at another institution.

Parallel Workshops (31st March)
The event began with two parallel pre-conference workshops, each with a distinct focus, and each led by an
experienced workshop leader.
Digital Methods/Data Visualisation

The first, titled ‘Digital Methods/Data Visualisation’ was led by Dr David Moats (Linköping University) and
supported by a team of three other researchers (Anne Helmond (University of Amsterdam), Fernando N. van
der Vlist (University of Siegen), and Laurie Waller (TU Berlin). This workshop focused on the methodological
implications of studying data publics, particularly using data visualisations and digital methods techniques. It
was designed as a hands-on workshop – inspired by ‘data sprints’ and ‘hackathons’ -- in which the
participants undertook short research project using digital methods tools in small groups.
After collaborative discussion, the group collectively decided to focus on polling practices and their role in
the construction of publics. Working with live data, small groups investigated questions such as: What kind
of issue spaces open up in discussions about polling? Are the issue spaces the same? How do fake news sites
connect to polling sites? How to particular polling organisations attract publics differently over time? How
are different forms of polling (e.g. phone vs. online) represented in news reports about polling? These
questions were explored by the groups over the course of the day in intensive, interactive sessions,
culminating in final presentations by participants back to the group. On the basis of this collective work, a
number of questions emerged that might form the basis for further research.
Strategies, Tools and Participatory Processes

The second workshop titled ‘Strategies, Tools and Participatory Processes’ was led by Clara Crivellaro (Open
Lab, Newcastle University) and was supported by researcher/lecturer Rob Comber (Open Lab, Newcastle
University) and Professor John Bowers (Culture Lab, Newcastle University). It considered tools and strategies
to be used in the design of processes of participation in/of publics formation. More specifically the workshop

aimed to open a space for reflection on participants’ existing practices and the contexts in which they
operate. It also aimed to offer an opportunity for prototyping and ideating new specifically focused tools
and processes by using prompts and tactics explicitly borrowed from social movement theory and practice –
and then to work in teams to strategise and devise processes to be used across time and employing various
tools and media.
The workshop proceeded through a series of hands-on, instruction-based activities to guide the
ideation/design of processes for/of publics’ formation. The first activity invited participants to work in teams
to reflect on specific participatory processes on which they were currently working. This involved unpacking
the varied range of actors and actions involved and their relations to one another using a timeline tool. The
second activity invited participants to work together on a given context, each of which poses a specific social
issue. These contexts ranged from housing development, to air quality, to public parks, to refugee crises.
Each team was tasked with unpacking the issue and the stakeholders involved, before responding to it by
prototyping novel offline/online tools. In the third activity team were asked to devise a strategy for a
participatory process that would employ different tools to engage different publics across time. The
workshop succeeded in the development of new socio-technical prototyping processes, as well as forging
amongst delegates a heightened critical awareness of existing socio-technical participatory processes and of
the challenges, tensions and opportunities that designing for complex socio-political and economic contexts
and publics demands.
Conference (1st & 2nd April)
The main conference ran over two days following the workshops, with six keynote speakers and twenty-four
paper presentations. The goal of the event was to facilitate a genuinely interdisciplinary exchange of ideas
around the theme of data publics. This goal was achieved, in our view, perhaps even substantially exceeded
with an inspiring series of diverse paper presentations and keynotes which combined to pull apart the notion
of data publics from a wide variety of angles. For example, contents of paper presentations included:
investigating remote rural communities through open data, creative works from artists using machine
learning to question notions of group identity, a collaboration between ethnographer and data scientist to
investigate decision making practices, explorations of public health data, interrogation of digital file formats
themselves and how they impact how we use them, filter bubbles, and the role of code and data within
journalism. In combination with the paper presentations, the numerous and very well-received keynote
presentations helped to shape the ongoing conversations and provide foundations that were significantly
built upon and debated during panel sessions as well as informal networking events.

The first keynote presentation was given by Professor John Bowers (Newcastle University) at the end of day
one. This concluded the pre-conference workshops and provided a dynamic and engaging taste of things to

come over the following two conference days. John demonstrated his experimental and practice-based
approach to exploring ‘data publics’ using a series of speculative design probes. Following John’s talk, we
proceeded to our first dinner /social networking event at the Lancaster University private dining rooms, with
discussions continuing into the evening in at the Lancaster House Hotel bar.
Day two began with a keynote presentation from Dr Noortje Marres (Warwick University), who outlined
fundamental theoretical concepts concerned with how we might understand and make sense of what ‘data
publics’ are and how the operate. This was followed by the first set of four fifteen minute paper
presentations, which, as will all such panels, were structured in such a way to so as to bring all the speakers
together at the end in a half an hour panel discussion, responding to questions from the audience. This
structure worked extremely well and generated considerable discussion, including about what methods
might be used to investigate the commonalities and differences between the presented works which had
been grouped into different themes (activating publics, governing publics, provoking publics, emergent
publics, future publics, and tracking publics).

The conference resumed after lunch with a keynote presentation from Professor Helen Kennedy (Sheffield
University) who demonstrated how the different modes of visualising and communicating data to
stakeholders play a significant role in the perception, demarcation, and ultimately the operations of data
publics. Following another parallel set of three fifteen minute paper presentations and panel discussions, the
day concluded with a presentation from Dr Michiel de Lange (Utrecht University), who vividly described the
impact of data publics on existing urban environments and how they will significantly impact the future of
cities. After this intensive day of stimulating presentations and discussions the day concluded with a drinks
reception and official opening of the Data Publics exhibition (see below), followed by our main conference
dinner and networking event at the Lancaster House hotel.

Day three began with a keynote from Alex Taylor (Microsoft Research Cambridge), who proposed a new lens
with which to view and interact with data publics through novel forms of citizen engagement. This talk
combined cutting edge social theory with Alex’s experience in working with publics as part of a range of
industry-funded projects. Following this were two sets of paper presentations and panel discussions which
focused on specific sub-specific themes of data publics. The final two parallel paper sessions followed an
extended lunch break, which allowed delegates further opportunities to network and see the exhibition. The
event concluded with a keynote presentation from Dr Anders Koed Madsen (Aalborg University), who did an
excellent job at both summarising and contextualising within a historical context some of the key issues that
the event had highlighted about the constitution and fate of data publics. This included suggesting novel
methods for the analysis of data publics, in his case combining quantitative and qualitative digital methods,
and opening up remaining unanswered questions that might be investigated through further research and
events.
Exhibition (1st & 2nd April)

A key aim of the conference was to host a broad and interdisciplinary set of responses to the issues
associated with the proliferation of ‘data publics’. To that end our call for contributions included a call for
exhibits. We received a highly diverse and exciting set of proposals which resulted in the Data Publics
exhibition. Organised and curated by Louise Mullagh (Lancaster University), the exhibition ran over the
course of the main two day conference with an array of pieces presented both inside and outside the
conference building. Artists and researchers from the UK, France, Denmark and Belgium were represented,
all offering fascinating insights into how we use data, how it is represented visually and the impact data has
upon society.
For instance, issues regarding institutional and state decision-making were critiqued in “Turning the tables:
How individual investors make use of data publics to take advantage of institutional investors” and “The
Twitter-thing: Retooling the parliament into issue publics”, both of which invited delegates to interact with
visualisations using touch-screens. In “YouTube & the Bass” and “Anthology of the Algorithmic Self”, two
artist’s books explored the disturbing and often humorous processes and outputs of machine learning.
Challenges encountered in the display and sense making of data were explored through the practice of map
making in “Walking with Data: mapping analogue and digital data around Morecambe Bay” and in the urban
realm through “Like to Display”, a DIY public data visualisation kit. The politics of cycling publics were
represented in the ‘Bicycle Barometer’ film, demonstrating the interactive bicycle count display that gathers
opinions and data from cyclists which are transformed into digital interactive displays. Two installations
offered engaging and immersive audio-visual experiences: “her[sonifications]” took participants on a journey
through the visceral experience of womanhood while “Homing” explored connections between distant
locations: the battlefields of WW1 and Preston’s Roll of Honour and War Memorial. Both exhibits used
locative media to prompt different audio loops as users walked around the exhibit spaces.

The exhibition acted as a highly stimulating foil to the discussions associated with the various paper and
keynote contributions, with delegates tending to cluster round exhibits during the breaks and drinks
reception. It also succeeded in demonstrating the potential for embodied, sensory, and visual responses to
the problems of data publics to open up novel analytical and methodological possibilities.
Outputs / Next Steps
The most immediate output from the conference will be a reflective piece which the conference organisers
have been invited to submit to the European Association for the Study of Science and Technology Review to
be published in autumn 2017. In the longer term, we are working on putting together a special issue on the
theme of ‘Data Publics’, with the publication venue still to be decided.
In addition, we are actively exploring the possibility of organising a second Data Publics conference. One
possibility that has been put forward is that the event will take place bi-annually. Potential venues for the
second event include Newcastle University, with Open Lab to potentially take the lead, and Utrecht
University, which keynote speaker Michiel de Lange has proposed as a potential international host.
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Appendix 1: Sample of visual & promotional materials
Conference website

Screenshots from online animated Call for Papers

Delegate badges (data-driven design based on delegate names)

Conference programme (sample pages)

6 meter long banners at event (left full banner, right close up shot of custom data-driven typography)
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